By car
From the A115, take the A100 toward Hamburg/Wedding. The A100 turns into Seestraße. Continue straight ahead, then turn right into Müllerstraße, which turns into Chausseestraße. From here, turn left into Liesenstraße. At the roundabout, take the second exit into Scheringstraße, which turns into Gustav-Meyer-Allee. Be aware that the area within the S-Bahn (overhead rail) was designated a low-emission zone in 1/2010. Only cars meeting specific low-emission standards are allowed in the zone.

By rail
From Berlin Hauptbahnhof, catch the train (overhead rail) line 5 toward Strausberg Nord or 75 toward Wartenberg and get out at Alexanderplatz. Here, transfer to U-Bahn (subway) line 8 toward Wittenau and get out at Voltastraße. The institute is about 10 minutes walk from the subway station. Alternatively, you can walk from Station Humboldthain 350 m along the park. When reaching the street “Gustav-Meyer-Allee”, enter the red brick building complex by passing the gate.

By Plane
From Tegel Airport, catch Bus 128 to the stop Osloer Straße. Transfer to the U-Bahn line 8 toward Hermannstraße and get out at U-Bahnhof Voltastraße. The institute is about 10 minutes walk from the subway station.